Abstract. We consider an integro-di erential equation which arises in linear viscoelasticity. By making use of an equivalent inner product, it is shown that the underlying contraction semigroup is exponentially stable. We also show that the nite dimensional semigroups arising from a known approximation scheme are uniformly exponentially stable.
Introduction
When considering mathematical models for damped elastic structures, one topic of interest is the stability behavior of solutions. Physical considerations (namely, the simple observation that a vibrating structure, if left alone, will stop vibrating) suggest that an appropriate linear model should exhibit some type of exponential stability behavior. Further, it is often desirable that nite dimensional approximations of these systems should inherit this exponential stability behavior. In this paper we will consider these issues for a particular damping model, namely Boltzmann type linear viscoelasticity. First we mention that there are many reasonable linear models for damping in elastic systems (in 21] and 22] Russell discusses this issue, comparing various damping models for elastic systems), and the stability issue has been the subject of much investigation. For example, Chen 3] and later Lagnese 14] used Liapunov functions to show exponential stability for a wave equation with boundary damping. For thermoelastic systems, several authors have studied stability behavior, using a variety of techniques 13] . There has been a Liapunov function approach in 10], spectral analysis via a Riesz basis in 2 Exponential stability of the solution semigroup
In this section we rst recall the details as to how equation (1.1) is reformulated as the abstract Cauchy problem (1.2). We then introduce an equivalent inner product and use it to prove an exponential stability result. To proceed, recall that since A is positive de nite and self-adjoint, it has a positive de nite, self-adjoint square root. We can de ne a Hilbert space V by V = domA The following well-posedness result is proved in 8]. , so that h ; i e and h ; i X are equivalent inner products on X. Next we prove the fundamental dissipativeness inequality which will yield the desired stability result. We now turn in the next section to consideration of an approximation scheme developed in 8]. We will use the inner product h ; i e to prove that this approximation scheme is uniformly exponentially stable.
Uniform exponential stability of approximations
In this section we prove a uniform stability result for a semidiscrete approximation scheme for (1.2). Let us rst recall this scheme, which is developed in 8]. Brie y, the scheme consists of two`levels' { a discretization of the spatial variable (the spaces V , H and the operator A), and a discretization of the delay variable (the space L 
